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6TH GRADE POETRY PRACTICE TEST

3rd Grade. Reading & Writing. Worksheet .

PDF - Search results, 6th Grade Reading

Rhyme Schemes ... Rhythm Practice for

Practice Selections 1-2 page 3 4. How does

Poetry . Worksheet, Figurative Language

the author help the reader with unknown

Poems with Questions Poetry is a rich

words? A by writing words in bold print B by

source of figurative language. Though there

placing footnotes on page C by underlining

are examples of figurative language to be

them D by italicizing them 5. If you were to

found in all genres of literature, perhaps

outline this selection, which would be a good,

none more than in poetry., Poetry Unit Test

Poetry

Worksheets

Directions: Read the following poem, and

Practice. This is the poetry worksheets

answer the questions below. The West Wind

section. Poetry is an art form in which human

Itâ€™s a warm wind, the west wind, full of

language is used for its aesthetic qualities in

birdsâ€™ cries;, 13 In line 4, the speaker

addition to, or instead of, its notional and

uses a simile to compare the misty rain toâ€”

semantic

Grade

A someoneâ€™s face B a kiss C a surprise

Reading â€“ Practice Test: Butterfly Poetry

D rainbows 14 Which phrase from the poem

â€“

for

is an example of onomatopoeia? F Tickles

Extended-Response Questions 4 Points: The

your face (line 3) G Put out all the sun (line

response indicates that the student has a

6) H Run home before (line 15) J Rattles and

thorough

reading

roars (line 16) 15 Which image appeals to

concept embodied in the task. The student

your sense of hearing? A Some rain is as

has provided a response that is accurate,

small as a mist., Directions: On the following

complete, and, Poetry Worksheets and

pages are passages and multiple-choice

Printables. Poetry worksheets encourage

questions for Grade 6 Reading Practice Test,

your child to read and write beautiful

a practice opportunity for the Nebraska State

passages. Poetry helps children develop

Accountability (NeSA)., Poetic devices are

Worksheets

content.,

Answer

Poetry

FCAT

Key

understanding

4TH

Rubric

of

the

literary techniques not exclusively limited to
poetry.Poetic devices are used by good
writers in all professions, from novelists, to
journalists, to advertisers. This is because
poetic

devices

are

pleasing

to

hear.,

Students read â€œThe Last Word of a
Bluebirdâ€• by Robert Frost and answer a
series of multiple choice and open-ended
questions aligned with various strands of the
CCSS Grade 6 English Language Arts
Standards for Reading and Language., 6th
Grade Literature and Composition. Cynthia
Coughlon. Description: The purpose of this
course is to enhance the interest in, and
appreciation of, literature and to develop a
greater mastery of English grammar and
compositiâ€¦, Poetry is included in the
seventh

grade

curriculum

for

multiple

reasons. Poetry provides students with a
focus for reading and writing, and it teaches
them how to be concise.
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